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Abstract

In this paper, we present the use of the Features Weighted Mahalanobis Distance (FWMD) in inproving the performance of Likelihood 

Maximizing Beamforming (Limabeam) algorithm in speech recognition for microphone array. The proposed 효pproach is based on 

the replamnent of the traditional distance measure in a Gaussian classifier 歯出 adding weight for different features in the Mah이anebis 

distance according to their distances after the variance normalization. By using Features Weighted Mahalanobis Distance for 

Limabeam algorithm (FWMD-Limabeam), we obtained correct word recognition rate of 90.26% for calibrate Limabeam and 87.23 % 

for unsupervised Limabeam, re묝而ng in a higher rate of 3 % and 6 % respectively than those produced by the original Limabeam. 

By implementing a HM-Net speech recognition strategy alternatively, we could save memory and reduce computati。햐 complexity. 

Keywords: Speech recognition, Microphone array, Limabeam, FWMD-Limabeam, HM-Netf Features Weighted Mahalanobis Distance.

I. Introduction

In recent years, using microphon은 array has been 

considered in improving the recognition perfor

mance of captured speech. Many methods have been 

proposed for microphone array sp연연ch recognition. 

For example, Delay and Sum (D&S) Beamformer 

[1], in which delays were inserted in each channel 

to compensate the difference in travel time between 

the desired sound source and the various sensors 

before summing them to give a single enhanced 

output channel. Post-filtering algorithms proposed 

by Zelinski [2], McCowan [3], and Leukimmiatis [4] 

use the input channel aufCL and cross-spectral 

densities to estimate a Wiener post-filter being 

applied to the beamformer output. All microphone
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Korea. 

array processing approaches described above were 

designed for signal enhancement (by the impro — 

vement of Signal to Noise Ratio). However, most of 

the speech recognition systems do not interpret 

waveform-level information directly. It is the 

statistical pattern classifier that operates on a 

sequence of features d안riv^d from the waveform. 

Therefore, the techniques described above might 

not improve Word Error Rate (WER) significantly. 

Recent work of Michael L. Seltzer [5] shows that 

the WER can be significantly reduced in microphone 

array speech recognition by adapting the weights 

ofbeamform욘r for generating a sequence of features 

which maximiz언s th은 likelihood of fh은 correct 

hypothesis. In this approach, called Likelihood 

Maximizing Be게nforming algorithm (Limabeam), 

information from the recognition system is used for 

optimizing the beamformer weights. Limabeam 

has several advantages over classical methods in 
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enhancing signal components which are important for 

accurate recognition. It requires no assumption for 

the interfering signals nor any priori knowledge of 

microphone array geometry, room configuration, 

speaker-to-receiver impulse responses, etc. 

Limabeam is mainly a data-driven approach [5]. But 

the problem is that the feature paramet은rs used for 

calculating distance can be distorted by noise in this 

algorithm [6].

In the present study, we first investigated the 

recognition performance of Limabeam applied for 

Korean speech and then we proposed a new method 

to improve recognition peKfomiaiic얀 of this algorithm 

by reducing the influence of features distort언d by 

noise. We also studied the computational complexity 

of this system so that it cotdd be implemented in real 

environment.

II. Speech Recognition Using Microphone

Array

2.1. Time alignment

The speech signal received from a speaker in an 

acoustical environment is corrupted by additive 

noise as well as room reverberation. This condition 

obtains time-delay of signal on each channel in 

microphori안s system, so that pre-processing for the 

r언cognition system using microphone array is to 

reduce time delay on each channel. Most of the 

methods for time delay estimation are based on 

finding the time lag which maximizes the cross

correlation between filtered versions of the received 

signals. To estimate the time delay, one channel is 

chosen as a reference and the Time-Difference Of 

Arrival (TDOA) for the rest of the channels is 

estimated u워 Eg Generalized Cross-Correlation 

(GCC) Phase Transform (PHAT) [7]. When the 

signals x^n) and a?2(n)are obtained by each of two 

microphones, the generalized cross—correlation 

between ”n) and x2(n) can be obtained by the 

following equation

&M)= ^-J W^)GV2 (a加网伽 (1)

—ao

where

G砂®) = XJe 网).X；(次") ⑵

_________ 1_________

広(〃).旳必「)| (3)

WheK 不(诺)and X2(w) are the Fourier transforms 

of microphone signal xjn) and x2(n) respectively, 

and MS) is the weight function.

It is the estimated TDOA 弓(£)that maximizes 

A12(t). This technique is seen as pre-processing for 

the signal in Limabeam.

22. The 니mabeam Algorithm

In array processing, the goal is to produce a 

distortion-free waveform. On the other hand, the 

goal of speech recognizer is to hypothesize the 

correct transcription of the utterance that was 

spoken. Michael L. Seltzer overcame this problem by 

proposing Limabeam [5]. In this algorithm, Seltzer 

broke the pipeline structure of classical microphone 

array processing techniques by using the information 

from the speech recognition system itself to find the 

array parameters that improve the speech 

recognition performance. Figure 1 shows the 

structure of this approach.

Limabeam uses an adaptive Filter-and-Sum 

Beamformer. Assuming that the filters have a finite 

impulse response (FIR), Filter-and-Sum processing 

is expressed mathematically as

M-l P-l
元끼=£2几[冲山一。一弓」 ⑷

m-0 p=0
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where hm [P] is the pth tap of the filter associated 

with microphone m, Xm\n] is the signal received by 

microphone m, rm is the steering delay induced in the 

signal received by microphone m to align it to the 

other array channels, and y[n\ is the output signal 

generated by the processing.戸 is the length of FIR 

filter. All filter coefficients for all microphones are 

presented by

5 = 血 [이, 為 [1],.•盘宀[P-2], 如 1]]「(5)

We can see the flowchart of processing filter— 

and-sum process in Figure 2.

The feature vector of the filter-and-sum output 

yln\t Z={zi, ...» zy}, is the function of both 

incoming speech and array processing parameters. 

The recognizer chooses a hypothesis w according to 

Bayes optimal classification as

6 = arg max F(Z(g) | 6?)P(<y) (6)

Fig. 1. Structure of microphone array processing for speech 

recognition techniques.

Af-l P-1

•血]=££妇“]니"-pf，]
ffl-0 p=0

Fig. 2. Flowchart of Filter and Sum process.

Limabeam finds the parameter vector 己 for optimal 

recognition performance. Let us assume that the 

correct transcription of the utterance wc is known. 

The optimal parameter vector g can be calculated as

I = argmaxlog(尸(Z(g) | c%)) (7)

Let Sc be the set of all possible HMM state 

sequences and s be one such state sequence, maxi

mum likelihood estimate of g that can be written as

I = arg max \ £ log(P(zi. (g) | §)) + Z log(P(异 | %, a)c))] 

eg [ i i J

(8)

According to (8), in order to find £, the likelihood 

of the correct transcription must be jointly optimized 

with respect to both array parameters and state 

sequence. This joint optimization can be performed 

by alternately optimizing the state sequence and the 

array processing parameters.

2.2.1. Optimizing the State Sequence

Given a set of parameter g, the speech can be 

processed by the array and the sequence of feature 

vector Z(g). Using the features vectors and the 

transcription wc, we can find the state sequence of 

§ = {冨,勇,…，异} as in the following formula

§ = arg max ^log(P(5,. |,(oc, Z(&))) (9)
s i

This state sequence S can be easily determined by 

forced alignment using the Viterbi algorithm [8].

2.2.2. Optimizing the Array Parameters

Given a state sequence S, we can find as in the 

following

I = arg max log(P(z,. (^) 15,.)) (10)
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This acoustic likelihood expression can be 

maximized with respect to the array parameter § via 

gradient-based approach. Let represent the 

total log—likelihood the observation vector given an 

HMM state sequence.

Z(&) = "og(P(z«)&)) (11)

Using the definition of S in (3), ▽£(&) can be 

calculated as

V sn =「으侦> 으堕 ")T n 刀 

『© 国。⑼'两卩「…'湖宀［F-讪

The computation of the gradient vector is depen

dent on the form of the HMM state distribution. We 

can derive the gradient expression when the state 

distributions are modeled as Gaussian distribution or 

mixtures of Gaussian. In both cas연s, the features are 

as웒urr^d to be m이-frequ안ncy coefficients (MFCC) 

or log-mel spectra. The total log likelihood for an 

utterance can now be expressed as

£(&)= Z —耳)「耳'(z,.(S)—w+k}

(13)

Where i서 and 乙 ar얜 th았 mean vector and 

covariance matrix respectively, the pdf of the most 

likely HMM state at frame i, ki is a normalizing 

constant. Using the chain rule, the gradient of ▽£(§) 

with respect to 己 can be expressed as

財(必=一£쯕写了 (z,©F) (14)

i (芷

Equation (11) can be written in Gaussian mixture 

model as

L(蜀=£ log {z exp(- S (z, (<§)-" (z, (S)-用)+ log(alt ka ))j

(15)

The gradient can b얀 replaced as

VL(g) = -Y芸應) 쯮湘 Mg) 睥) (16)

Where 卩独 건nd Uik are the mean vector and 

covariance matrix, aik is the mixture weight and kik 

is a normalizing constant at frame i and kth mixture 

component, represents th언 a posteriori

probability of the kth mixture component, is

the Jacobin matrix.

2.23. Implementation of Limabeam Algorithm

There are two ways to implement Limabeam. The 

first one, called calibrated Limabeam, is appropriate 

for situations in which the environment and the 

user!s position do not vary significantly over time. 

The second one, called unsupervised Limabeam, is 

more appropriate for time-varying environments. 

The entire algorithm for estimating filter parameters 

g can be stated as follows：

• Calibrated Limabeam

1. Time-align the signal from the M microphones

2. fnitializ얀 f as 底 ［이 = 1/〃仇 |지 = 0,局 0

3. Process the signal using & to generate an output 

signal

4. Determine optimal state sequence through the 

calibrated transcription, array outp나f signal, and 

HMM from speech recognizer.

5. Use optimal state sequence and (10) to estimate g

6. Go to step 3 if 匕(g) has not converged.

• Unsupervised Limabeam

1. Time-align the signals from the M microphones

2. Initialize g as 底(이一 1/M;底［시 =0,*宀으 0

3. Process the signals using § to generate an 

output signal
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4. Perform speech recognition on the array output 

to obtain a word sequence

5. Determine optimal state sequence through the 

hypothesized transcription, array output signal, 

and HMM form speech recognition

6. Use optimal state sequence and (10) to estimate &

7. Go to step 3 if 匕(g) has not converged.

III. Feature Weighted Mahalanobis 

Distance

From (13), the Mahalanobis distance in original 

Limabeam is used to estimate the distance for the 

features when optimizing the parameters of filters. 

This distance measure shows good performance for 

clean features, but loses performance significantly in 

case of noise feat나res [6]. To improve the noise 

robustness of the Mahalanobis distance in Limabeam, 

we replaced it with our proposed FWMD. The aim is 

to give less weight to noise features and higher 

weight to noise free features which are more 

reliable.

The Mahalanobis distance is represented by

£严"湖"‘妣=(x-^)T -//,.) (17)

where 阳 represents the mean vector of class {/}, 

x represents the sample vector to classify and Z1"1 

represents the inverse of the covariance matrix of 

class (/}.

To find the features which have the strongest 

influence on the distance, solving the Mahalanobis 

distance equation for every single feature c over 

input samples i and class j, we have the following 

equation

Vc,i, j: q丿.[c] =(X,.[c]-，세:c])「乙[c,c「(x,.[c]-妇c])

(18)

Now, the goal is to give less weight to the features 

with big distance to avoid the masking of the features 

with small distances. Weighting for the feature 

parameters FWMD is written as

N
Vz•，丿：战严“=£%£摂曰 (19)

c-1

where TV is the number of features for i sample. 

To calculate the individual weights

N
財部]

"5"气商 (20)

The difference d[c\ for features can be calculated 

as in the following

N
Vc, i, j: d頌.[c] = £ 也 j [c] - A,y[«]| (21)

IV. Speech Recognition System

Limabeam algorithm was originally investigated 

with Sphinx3, an HMM-based large—vocabulary 

speech recognition system, and English database 

[5]. In this algorithm, array parameter optimization 

is performed in the log—mel spectral domain, rather 

than the cepstral domain. For this reason, M. Seltzer 

employed a parallel set of HMMs trained on log-mel 

spectra, rather than cepstral by using STAtistical 

Re-estimation (STAR) algorithm [5] so that the two 

sets of models could have identical frame—to—state 

alignments. The general flowchart of Limabeam 

algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

An alternative method for making parallel HMM 

model is to use Invert Discrete Cosine Transform 

(IDCT) and model adaptation Maximum a Posteriori 

(MAP) and/or Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression 

(MLLR). This process, presented in Figure 4, works 
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as follows. First, LogMelSpec HMM models were 

generated by employing IDCT on MFCC HMM 

models. These LogMelSpec HMM models were then 

adapted to make them suitable to LogMelSpec 

features of training database through MAP and/or 

MLLR. Although thi옪 process does not employ STAR 

algorithm as in M. Seltzer1 s approach,辻 still 

warrants the property of parallel models - identical 

frame—to—state alignment of two HMM models.

In our study, we used HM-Net recognition system 

[9] [10] to implement Limabeam algorithm as shown 

in Figure 5. Here, an optimal state sequence was 

estimated on cepstral domain and the LogMelSpec 

HMM Model was calculated directly from MFCC 

HMM model through IDCT.

For feature extraction, the relation between MFCC 

and Log Mel Spectral （LogMelSpec） is

Zmfcc ~ DCT（Z[“刑이%、） （22）

wher영 Zmfcc is MFCC feature, Zl臨成柘g is the 

Log-Mel Spectral feature, and DCT is the Discrete 

Cosine Transform. LogMelSpec feature can be 

calculated in reverse way

"^LogMelSpec =丑）C7（Z"宾：） （23） 

where IDCT is the Inverse Discrete Cosine 

Transform.

Compared with Limabeam implementation, this 

scheme has two main advantages.

1. Reducing the required memory for storing HMM 

model： Usually, the size of LogMelSpec HMMs 

is about 2 times larger than that of MFCC HMMs. 

Thus, this method could significantly reduce the 

memory required to store HMMs used for 

optimization. This can potentially enable the 

array process to be performed on limited 

memory devices such as cell-phone, PDA.

2. Reducing complexity'- Generating a LogMelSpec 

parallel set of HMMs requires converting speech

Fig. 4. Flowchart of nuking parallel HMM model via IDCT and 

MAP/MLLR Adaptation.

Fig. 3. General flow-chart of Limabeam algorithm, transcrip

tion for finding optimal state sequence can be taken 

from 미known （c시ibrated Limabeam） or from 

hypothesized （unsupervised Limabeam）.

Fig. 5. Flowchart of proposed scheme to implement Limabeam 

algorithm. Optim기 state sequence was estimated on 

cepstral domain and the LogMelSpec HMM Model was 

calculate directly from MFCC HMM mod애 through IDCT.
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signals to log-mel spectral features process 

and employing STAR algorithm to generate 

parallel models. By removing these processes, 

our scheme reduces complexity.

V. Experiments

5.1. Implementing the recognition system

To implement Limabeam algorithm with Features 

Weighted Mahalanobis Distance, we used the HM- 

Net speech recognition system including 1000 states 

(8 Gaussians/state). HM-Net system was trained 

using TRADE database, a speaker-independent 

database which consisted of 8892 utterances spoken 

by 90 speakers. Each utterance was made up of a 

string of Korean words, such as ”결정 을 하기 전 에 

충분히 생각 하셔야 합니다". The sampling frequency of 

this database was 16 kHz. The system was trained, 

using 39-dimensional feature vectors consisting of 

13 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) 

parameters, along with their delta and delta-delta 

parameters. A 25—ms window length and a 10—ms 

frame shift were used.

In order to investigate the performance of speech 

recognition with microphone array, we employed 4 

microphones. The space between each element was 

20 cm. The distance between the lo니d-speaker and 

the center was 150 cm. The data were recorded in 

a room where the noise came from sources which 

included computer fans, air-conditioner, h니man 

voice, footsteps and slams outside. A total of 596 

utterances produced by six speakers recorded in 

above environment were used for testing. Recording 

conditions are shown in Figure 6.

For implementation of calibrate Limabeam, one 

utterance from each speaker was used to estimate 

filter parameters. This constituted first iteration of 

calibration. The second iteration of calibration was 

performed by using estimated filter parameters to 

initialize in step 2. The calibration process continued 

in an iterative manner until the overall likelihood 

converged. The optimal filter parameters were now 

fixed and used to process the remaining utterances 

of that speaker.

For unsupervised Limabeam, filter parameters 

were optimized afresh for each utterance in the 

following manner. Delay and Sum beamforming was 

used to process the array signals in order to 

generate an initial hypothesized transcription. Using 

this hypothesized transcription and the features 

derived from the delay and sum output, the state 

sequence was estimated, based on this state 

sequence. A second iteration could be performed by 

generating the hypothesized transcription from these 

optimal filters. This process could be iterated until 

the like likelihood converged.

To improve the recognition performance in two 

cases of Limabeam, calibrate Limabeam and unsu

pervised Limabeam, we used FWMD-calibrate 

Limabeam and FWMD-unsupervised Limabeam. 

When optimizing parameters of FIR filter, we 

replaced Mahalanobis distance measure with FWMD 

meas 니 re.

5.2. Results and discussion

As shown in the results provided in Table 1, we 

can see that FWMD—Limabeam had an increase of up 

to 3 % compared to calibrate Limabeam and of 6% 

for unsupervised Limabeam in case of 40 taps of the 

filter. The results showed that recognition perfor

mance of FWMD-Limabeam was better than distance 

measure in original Limabeam algorithm because the 

drawback of the Mahalanobis distance in original

Harman / Kardon

B &K Microphone 
16 kHz

Fig. 6. Recording and recognition condition.
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Table 1. Compared word recognition「간e (in %) of FWMD-Limabeam and Limabeam for different number of taps.

Algorithm
Number of taps

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Calibrate Limabeam 80.58 85.19 85.34 85.48 86.58 87.92 86.38 86.76

FWMD-G게Limabeam 86.29 89.31 89.47 89.91 90.11 89.81 89.68 90.26

Unsupervi^d Limabeam 78.06 76.50 77.20 81.87 81.98 82.10 81.59 81.12

FWD-unsupervised Limabeam 78.88 8205 80.64 86.92 85.85 85.32 86.98 8723

Limabeam was the equal adding up of the variance 

normalized squared distances of the features. If the 

feature was distorted by noise, due to the squaring 

of the distances, a single feature could have such a 

high value that it covered the information proved by 

the other features and it could lead to a misclassi

fication. Therefor은, it was necessary to give weight 

for the features.

In the tests, calibrate Limabeam gave better 

recognition performance than unsupervised Lima

beam, However, as we know, calibrate Limabeam 

need to have utterances to adapt the FIR parameters 

to every recognition environment but unsupervised 

Limabeam does not need them. Calibrated Limabeam 

can not be employed if the test 안nvironment is 

chang은d, whereas uns냐pervised Limabeam can 

improve performance in any situation. Also, our 

results indicated that recognition performance could 

be improved when the filter length was increased.

Examining unsupervised Limabeam, we observed 

that th안 performance of optimization strongly 

depend은d on the transcription output of the first 

recognition step. Therefore, performing unsupervised 

Limabeam on an utterance with too few correctly 

hypothesized labels may only degrade performance. 

Thus, in order to improve performance of unsuper

vised Limabeam, we can also employ some post

filter techniques to obtain more correct transcription 

output of the first step but this will be part of our 

future work.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, wepresented the results of our 

investigation on the recognition performance of 

Limabeam applied for Korean speech. By 

implementing a HM-Net speech recognition system 

alternatively, we not only could save the memory but 

also reduce computation complexity. When we 

appli언d our proposed FWMD to both calibrated and 

unsupervised Limabeam, we obtained increased 

recognition accuracy, with a correct word recogni

tion rate of 90.26 % for FWMD—calibrate Limabeam 

and of 87.23 % for FWNlD-unsupervised Limabeam 

respectively, resulting in approximately an increase 

rate of 3 % and 6 % higher than that of conventional 

Limabeam.This outcome was achieved because the 

FWMD reflected noisy speech characteristics w얀 11 

by giving less weight to the nois안 f안atures and more 

weight to the clean features.
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